Suspended particulate matter geochemical signature at a suburban catchment scale: effects of land use artificialization on erosion processes and contaminants export
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Emerging contaminants (i.e. trace metals or pharmaceutical products) are partly adsorbed on suspended particulate matters (SPM). Accordingly, SPM are recognized as “contaminants” by the European water framework directive, which stipulates to carry out long-term trend analysis of their concentrations, especially in small suburban hydrosystems particularly reactive to flood events. Besides, numerous studies pointed out the relevance of SPM, combined with sedimentary archives, to evaluate hydrosystems chemical state. However, the assessment of temporal contamination trends is somewhat sensitive, since the sampling step of SPM can lead to a source of variability related to the nature of the sampled matrix (e.g. granulometry). In this context, we developed a new SPM trap, the GEACOS system (Simonneau et al., 2020), and installed it at 3 different places within the Egoutier watershed (France). The latter is both characterized by an upstream/downstream gradual land use artificialization, including wastewater treatment plant effluent discharge, and interrupted by a pond in the middle part (Ledieu et al., 2021). Operating in situ integrative granulometric sorting in order to collect enough material for destructive analysis without lose small size particles (i.e. clay material, considered as being the most suitable carrying matrix), we collected GEACOS samples during one hydrological year and performed geochemical analysis to address the signature of SPM at the catchment scale. In comparison with local soil tracers, results suggest that erosion evolves from sheet erosion in upstream forested areas, mobilizing topsoil layers rich in Mn; to rill one, mobilizing bottom soil layers rich in Fe, when artificialized areas promote flux concentration and incision processes. Results also demonstrated that the amount of SPM is at least multiplied by 3 when rill erosion occurred downstream. By breaking the hydro-sedimentary connectivity of the catchment, the pond represents a strong accumulation zone and therefore a contaminated hotspot. However, SPM analysis also demonstrate that it does not hold all the matter back, and that contaminants can be exported far from their initial sources, beyond the catchment, when the stream flows into the Loire river.